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DEVELOPMENTS IN DIRECT THERMAL ARRAY
CHART RECORDERS PRINTING TECHNOLOGY

Jean-Claude Robillard Michel Brimbal
Gould Inc. Array Recorders Division Gould Inc. Recording Systems Division
57,rue Saint Sauveur, Ballainvilliers 8333 Rockside Road
91160 Longjumeau France Valley View Ohio 44125 USA

ABSTRACT

In the past 2 to 3 years, linear array recorders based on direct thermal printing
technology have proven to be the recorders of choice for a large number of
telemetry display stations.  This technology initially developed for facsimile
communications has evolved to meet speed and reliability required by the operation
of recorders in the telemetry station environment.  This paper discusses the
performance of various direct thermal printing techniques employed.  The focus is
given to parameters that are critical to telemetry station operation such as quality of
the chart output, maintenance and support, reliability and cost. The reliability issue
is discussed at length as it is impacted by printhead thermal stress and mechanical
wear.  Other printing technologies available for chart recording are briefly reviewed
as they may appear to be suitable alternatives in some telemetry applications.

CHART RECORDER TECHNOLOGIES

High speed chart recorders place heavy demands on printing technology:
C Increasing chart paper width, to reproduce a greater number of analog

signals. 15" width is now offered with a single array printing head.
C Increasing printing speed, to reproduce in real time higher input signals

frequencies.
C Still, users are expecting high quality printouts (crisp and contrasted traces).
C Archiveability must be good
C Cost of chart paper must be kept to a minimum
C Energy to print must be minimum (field applications).

None of currently available printing technologies fulfill all these requirements.

For years, oscillographic pressurized-ink pen recorders came closest to meeting most
of these requirements: high trace quality, on glossy chart paper with excellent



archiveability, but at the expense of the input signal frequency (limited to about 100Hz). 
Higher speed fiber-optic recorders using photographic chart paper were the best choice
for faster signals up to 5kHz.  However both technologies fell short in many respects,
which left the door open to other technologies bringing benefits more in line with current
measurement trends.

More recently, the electrostatic technology, pioneered and currently offered by Gould,
offers higher frequency reproduction, since printing is performed by a solid state printing
array.  The process in itself is simple, and both quality and archiveability are excellent. 
However, electrostatic recorders are using specially coated chart paper, and a liquid toner. 
Drying the printed chart places a limitation on either the chart speed or the chart width. 
Extra wide printer/plotters will generally dry the chart by pressing it between two rollers. 
Plotting speed is then limited to about 25mm/s.

Gould electrostatic recorders are drying the chart by sucking out the remaining liquid. 
This creates a tracking effort proportional to the chart width, limiting the speed/width ratio
to about 500mm/s / 11".

Still where liquid toner is acceptable, and chart width/speed ratio falls within the limits,
this technology is probably the best choice:

C Quality of printouts
C Archiveability
C Low energy to print
C Medium cost of the printer
C Chose to plain chart paper cost.

Very recently, evolving from facsimile market, the thermal array technology has been
applied to recorders because of the relatively lower cost of the printing machine.

However some basic requirements are not met:

C Archiveability is questionable
C Chart paper is specially coated
C Energy required to print is high
C Chart paper width and/or speed is limited

Despite these limitations, thermal printing made its road first in low end products
where cost was a primary factor before archiveability, chart paper width and speed.

In order to apply this technology to higher performance products, recorder
manufacturers developed improvements to correct these limitations.



THERMAL ARRAY LIMITATIONS AND RECENT IMPROVEMENTS

2.1 Chart paper sensitivity/archiveability

Thermal chart paper contains, buried below the coating, a layer of chemicals.  When
heated, the chemicals will react, producing a black trace on the chart paper.  A typical fax
paper requires 20 millijoules/square millimeter to produce this reaction.  Recorder chart
papers need to be more sensitive (9 millijoules/square millimeter or less).  This is achieved
by reducing the coating thickness or lowering the reaction temperature threshold.  In both
cases, the penalty will be a lower archiveability, since the reaction may be triggered by
chart paper handling (scratches) or reversed by exposition to light or alcohol.

Hence there must be a compromise between sensitivity and archiveability, and one
should select the lowest sensitivity to fit a particular application.

2.2 Printing efficiency

When the sensitivity of chart paper has been selected, all efforts will be made to
reduce the energy to print.

a) Size of dots
Since the energy required to print is given in mJ/mm , reducing the surface of one dot2

will reduce the required energy accordingly.  For a chart recorder, reducing the size of a
dot at least along the time axis is favorable, since this will lead to sharper signal
representation.  In Gould products, the length of a heating element (typically 170 µm ) has
been reduced to 115 µm, thus reducing the energy to print a dot by half.  However, the
size of a dot must be kept big enough to retain a good contrast perception.

b) Heat transfer to chart paper
One other alternative to increase the printing efficiency is to improve the heat transfer

to the chart paper.  With present thermal heads, an average of 50% only of the energy is
transferred to the chart paper, due to thermal resistivity of the glass protection and paper
coating.  The remaining is transferred into the head substrate and heat sink.  Thermal head
manufacturers are working to improve the glass protection heat transfer capability.

However, this protective layer must be thick and strong enough to resist to:
C abrasiveness from the paper contact
C permeability to ionic contaminants that would otherwise corrode the heaters

It should be noted here that in search for this compromise, resistance to abrasiveness,
and permeability to ions are not perfect, and remain significant limiting factors to head life.



c) Thin film/partial glaze
In view to reduce the heat transfer to the substrate, the thermal head manufacturers

have selected, for highest performance heads, the thin film and partial glaze technology. 
In this case, the heaters are formed by metallization of small bumps of glass (partial
glaze).  This configuration insulates the heaters from the substrate and improves the
contact with the chart paper surface.

2.3 Thermal Control of the heaters

Thermal control of the heaters is now recognized as the major factor playing for both
printing quality, speed and head lifetime.

a) Problem
In a chart recorder, printing 8 dots/mm at 200mm/s, each heater has only 1/1600

second = 625µs to heat and cool.  Assuming a 9mj/mm  to be delivered, 450mW are to2

be delivered to one cold heater to print.  Only 50% will be transferred to chart paper, and
225mW will raise the substrate temperature.

When a heater is activated several times consecutively, the heat build-up will raise the
average temperature of the heater.  This would be dangerous for the head is no counter
measures were taken.

b) Solutions
Usually one would control the heating time as a function of the average temperature of

the head measured by one or several thermistors.
As there is a long response time associated with this control, some other techniques

like “historical control” and “dot skipping” or “strobe modulation” have been
implemented, where the data to print is monitored, and action taken to limit the activation
of one heater when a dot is constantly or frequently printed (see Figure 1).

All these techniques are limited by the thermal head construction which prevents an
individual control of the heating time.  Some new thermal heads are under development,
where new integrated circuits will allow this individual control.  However, these heads will
cost more to include the driving electronic (especially at instruction time), consequently
raising the recorder price and the cost of head replacement.

c) Micropulsing™ (Figure 2)
In its TA4000 15-inch thermal array recorder, Gould has implemented an original

(patented) process to individually control the heater temperature, while using a thermal
head close to standard (only 8 serial inputs instead of one).

In this technique (called Micropulsing), the regular heating cycle (625µs) has been
divided into 8 microcycles of 70µs.  The data to be printed are monitored through



proprietary digital circuitry, in order to compute the density of dots printed in the area of
each dot; the result of this computation is used to determine the combination of several
microcycles among 8, which will deliver for each heater, the right amount of energy.

The advantages are significant:
C Lower overall power consumption
C The thermal head is not forced into unsafe high temperatures
C In case an area is turned to full black (high frequency input), the energy is

immediately reduced to print this area grey (envelope mode), still preserving a full
contrast for discrete dots (alphanumerics, grids, signals) printed on the border of
the black area.

C Extended dense areas may be printed for a long time without 1 losing the other
printouts due to heat build-up in the head.

The results obtained by this technique allow to take advantage today of an only
emerging technique--the individual dot control.

FUTURE TRENDS

3.1 Chart papers

Thermal chart papers will see dramatic improvements in sensitivity and archiveability
as the thermal technology is migrating to higher speed printing and CAD applications
(plotters). The solution will come from better coating, with both better thermal
conductivity and resistance to scratches.

Also, working on ink chemicals, chart paper manufacturers will be able to offer chart
papers with a linear response to temperature for grey scale printing or color, using new
heads with individual heater control.

3.2 Thermal head

Evolution is clearly toward individual heater control, for safer and better results, as well
as grey shade or color printing. Also, the protective layer of the heater will offer better
protection against harmful ion contaminants.

These evolutions will open an area for more sophisticated chart recorders.



Dot skipping technique used in facsimile machines
and other thermal array recorders.

Data is written into a shift register every 625µs (line
scan period). Individual dot heat control is done by
“dot skipping”. The result is a dotted line or
overheating. Thermal safety is global using a thermistor
modulating the strobe

Figure 1



Micropulsing ™ printing technique used in Gould TA4000
singlehead thermal array recorder

Data is written via multiple inputs into shift registers every 70µs.
Individual dots are controlled by 12% heat increments.  Thermal
safety is dynamically controlled every 70µs.

Figure 2


